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 Selective Dichroic Patterning by Nanosecond Laser 
Treatment of Ag Nanostripes 
 The strong absorption of light [  1  ]  and the local amplifi cation of 
the electromagnetic fi eld [  2  ]  at the plasmon resonance of noble 
metal nanostructures have been the focus of hundreds of 
studies due to their practical applications for the fabrication of 
optical devices such as fi lters, non-linear optical components, 
or Raman enhancers. [  3,4  ]  The control of the plasmon features 
such as spectral width, [  5  ]  position, [  6  ]  and shape [  7  ]  can be accom-
plished by different physical deposition routes [  8–12  ]  providing 
adequate growing conditions of metal nanoparticles (MNPs). 
Pioneer works in the 1990s showed the optical selectivity of 
elongated Ag deposits on SiO 2  with applications as optical fi l-
ters for windows to control solar heat gain and glare, among 
others. [  13  ]  Recently, assemblies of parallel stripes of MNPs 
have been fabricated onto preformed surfaces presenting a 1D 
periodic roughness [  14  ,  15  ]  or bundled SiO 2  nanocolumns. [  16  ,  17  ]  A 
signifi cant macroscopic optical dichroism has been reported 
for these systems that can be useful for the development of 
polarized light emitters or materials with an enhanced IR lumi-
nescence because of the excitation of two distinct plasmon 
resonances in the directions parallel (longitudinal mode) and 
perpendicular (transverse mode) to the stripes. [  18  ]  Architecture 
control of the metal assemblies plays a determinant role in the 
functional properties of the material. For this purpose, the soft-
lithographic techniques provide means to accurately tailor the 
nanostructure of the materials. [  18–21  ]  Laser scanning is a soft-
lithographic technique widely used to modify the shape and 
structure of metal nanoparticles. [  21–24  ]  Surface modifi cation 
can be easily achieved by in situ [  21  ]  or ex situ [  22–24  ]  pulsed laser 
treatment in the case of random systems of MNPs. In contrast, 
nothing has been reported about the effect of a pulsed laser 
on the structure and optical dichroism of autoorganized metal 
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nanostructures. In this paper we show that nanosecond (ns) 
laser irradiation can be effectively used to control the optical 
dichroism of Ag stripes supported on SiO 2  nanocolumns (NCs). 
This dichroism can be effectively tailored along the full visible 
range. Thus, we propose the utilization of the AgNPs/SiO 2 NCs 
structures for writing dichroic patterns at the microscale with 
potential applications for encryption and data storage purposes. 

 AgNPs/SiO 2 NCs fi lms were grown by a two-step process. [  17  ]  
First, SiO 2  thin fi lms were deposited by glancing angle vapor 
deposition (GLAD) with a tilted columnar nanostructure and 
 ≈ 350 nm thickness (see Figure S1a in the Supporting Infor-
mation and the Experimental Section). [  25  ,  26  ]  These structures 
present an anisotropic surface topography known as “bun-
dling”, [  17  ]  consisting of the coalescence of the NCs along the 
 x -direction (Figure S1b). The silver nanoparticles were then 
grown by DC sputtering at room temperature. The “bundled” 
SiO 2  NCs act as a template for the fabrication of Ag stripes 
formed by metal NPs. [  17  ]  Nanosecond laser post-treatment was 
then performed at normal incidence. The energy impinging on 
the sample surface was controlled by varying the output laser 
power ( P ) between 3.5 kW cm  − 2  and 7.0 kW cm  − 2 . 

  Figure    1   shows the scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 
images of a fi lm before (Figure  1a,c,e ) and after (Figure  1b,d,f ) 
laser treatment at 7.0 kW cm  − 2 . The surface of the original fi lm 
consists of stripes of densely packed MNPs following the bun-
dling direction of the nanocolumns ( x -direction) (Figure  1a ). [  17  ]  
These Ag-striped nanostructures, separated from each other 
around 30 nm in the  y -direction, cover 78% fraction of the 
surface (defi ned as the portion of the image corresponding 
to MNPs) as obtained by digital picture analysis. Figure  1c,e  
show that the particles present a “carpet-like” projected shape 
with a height  ≈ 15–20 nm. After laser treatment at 7.0 kW cm  − 2  
(Figure  1b,d,f ), the parallel stripes are still present but are 
formed by continuous and extremely smooth metal islands 
(see also atomic force microscopy (AFM) image in  Figure    2  ). In 
addition, these islands appear to be more separated along the 
 y -direction. Indeed, while their center-to-center distance remains 
unchanged, their border-to-border distance has increased to 
50 nm, with a surface coverage of only 51%. The laser-treated 
metal stripes present a truncated ellipsoidal projected shape in 
the  y – z  plane (Figure  1d,f ). Their estimated height of  ≈ 30–40 nm 
is higher than before laser treatment. Furthermore, separated 
nanoparticles in the 10–20 nm range appear on the lateral faces 
of the SiO 2  columns (Figure  1e,f  and Figure S2 in the Sup-
porting Information) in addition to the metal stripes. Figure  2  
shows the AFM topography pictures of the as-grown sample 
(a) and the laser-treated samples at laser power of 4.0 kW cm  − 2  
(b) and 7.0 kW cm  − 2  (c). The surface of the original sample 
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    Figure  1 .     Surface (a,b) and cross-section (c,d) SEM images of AgNPs/SiO 2 NCs fi lms before (left) and after 
(right) laser treatment at 7.0 kW cm  − 2 ; e) and f) correspond to the backscattered electron images of (c) and 
(d), respectively.  
(Figure  2a ) is formed by densely packed nano particles, in agree-
ment with the SEM normal view microscopy image in Figure  1a . 
The analysis of the AFM images shows that these Ag NPs have 
a wide size distribution ranging from 20 to 100 nm. Such a 
high dispersion in the Ag NPs sizes is known to produce a wide 
plasmon absorption band along the visible range. [  1–3  ]  The AFM 
topography pictures of the laser treated sample at 4.0 kW cm  − 2  
does not reveal a substantial change in the size distribution of 
the Ag NPs although the particle edges are now less defi ned. 
This indicates that the MNPs have begun to percolate. Such a 
percolation can be easily deduced from the derivative represen-
tation of the AFM topographic images shown in Figure  2e . This 
representation enhances the contrast at the particle edges while 
the regions of a constant slope are shown with the same color. 
Accordingly, in the original samples the Ag NPs present very 
well defi ned borders, while in the sample treated at 4.0 kW cm  − 2  
laser power the edges are less defi ned. The most outstanding 
topographic change occurs for the laser treated sample at 
7.0 kW cm  − 2  (Figure  2c,f ). For this treatment the Ag NPs are 
completely percolated in very smooth and continuous nano-
stripes in the  x -direction. Figure  2g  represents the statistical 
analysis of the grain borders of the features in the surface 
obtained for the three modifi ed surfaces in Figure  2d–f . The 
results can also be interpreted 
as the comparison of the size 
distributions of the metal grains 
in the surfaces, showing that 
the laser treatment induces a 
smoothing in the metal nano-
particles surface as well as a 
sharpening in the size distribu-
tion of the features in the sur-
face consistent with the enlon-
gation of the Ag nano stripes in 
the  x -direction. Moreover, it is 
also worth mentioning that the 
analysis of the AFM microscopy 
images by fast Fourier trans-
form in two dimensions (2D-
FFT) (see Experimental Section 
for further details) shows an 
increase of the anisotropy after 
treatment at high laser power. 
 Figure    3   (left), which shows the 
SEM images of the samples, con-
fi rms that the Ag nanostructures 
evolve as a function of the laser 
power (see also Figure S3, Sup-
porting Information). The com-
parison between Figure  3a  (as-
grown material) and Figure  3b  
( P   =  4.0 kW cm  − 2 ) confi rms the 
result observed by AFM that 
continuous and smooth metal 
stripes already form at interme-
diate powers. Further increase 
in the power (Figure  3c ;  P   =  
7.0 kW cm  − 2 ) produces a 
decrease in the metal coverage 
that is likely to be linked to an increase of the stripe height.    
 The consequences of the structural changes provoked by the 

laser treatment on the optical response of the fi lms were studied 
by transmittance measurements at normal incidence with a 
collimated and linearly polarized beam. Spectra in Figure  3d  
were acquired with the incoming electric fi eld oriented along 
the stripes ( x -polarization) and those in Figure  3e  with the fi eld 
perpendicular to the stripes ( y -polarization) of AgNPs/SiO 2 NCs 
fi lms before and after treatment at different laser output 
powers. The spectrum of the original sample presents absorp-
tion bands peaking at 650 nm and 550 nm for  x - and  y -
polarization, respectively. This optical dichroism must result 
from the excitation of distinct plasmon resonances along the 
stripes (longitudinal plasmon) and perpendicularly to them 
(transverse plasmon), while the shift between the two bands 
indicates that the electromagnetic coupling along the stripes is 
stronger than between successive stripes. 

 Upon laser treatment at moderate power ( P   =  4.0 kW cm  − 2 ), 
the longitudinal plasmon band (Figure  3d ) becomes less 
intense, broadens, and shifts towards the infrared. These fea-
tures are typical of the formation of continuous metal stripes 
in agreement with Figure  3b . Increasing the laser power has a 
smaller effect on this broad band, which becomes progressively 



    Figure  2 .     AFM microscopy images of the AgNPs/SiO 2 NCs thin fi lms before the laser treatment (a), after 
treatment at  P   =  4.0 kW cm  − 2  (b) and at P  =  7.0 kW cm  − 2  (c). Panels (d–f) show the corresponding derivative 
of the images in (a–c) in order to enhance the border grains between the silver particles. g) Comparison of 
the size distribution of the features in the surface calculated from (d–f). h) Comparison of the 2D-FFT for the 
images in (a–c).  
less intense. Under  y -polarization (Figure  3e ), the transverse 
absorption band remains relatively narrow after laser treatment 
but shifts through the visible spectrum as a function of the laser 
power (Figure  3f ). Treatment at  P   =  3.5 kW cm  − 2  results in a 
red-shift from 650 to 750 nm, while further increasing the laser 
power gradually shifts the band towards shorter wavelengths (a 
blue-shift up to 400 nm). Blue-shifts are often attributed in the 
literature to a rounding of the nanoparticles or to a weakening 
of the electromagnetic coupling between them. [  10  ,  11  ]  

 Also noticeable in the  x -polarized spectra is the enhancement 
of an additional absorption band at around 400 nm (Figure  3d ) 
that is already present before treatment. 

 To interpret the evolution of plasmon absorption bands as 
a function of the laser power, the optical extinction coeffi cient 
of the system was modeled 
within the dipole approxi-
mation. Details are given in 
Figure S4 of the anisotropic 
effective medium modeling [  27  ,  28  ]  
section of the Supporting Infor-
mation. Despite the simplicity of 
the model and the crude approx-
imation of the stripe morpholo-
gies (Figure S4a, Supporting 
Information), the simulations in 
Figure S4b,c reproduce qualita-
tively the measured evolution of 
the longitudinal and transverse 
plasmon resonances upon both 
low and high power laser treat-
ments. Indeed, the broadening 
and red-shift of the longitudinal 
absorption band after low power 
treatment are well-reproduced 
by assuming a transition from 
densely packed nanoparticles to 
continuous stripes (Figure S4b). 
Meanwhile, the reversal of the 
transverse absorption band posi-
tion and the loss of intensity of 
the longitudinal plasmon after 
high-power treatments are repro-
duced by assuming narrower 
stripes with a higher aspect ratio 
(Figure S4c). 

 Laser treatment of metals 
at low or moderate powers is 
generally known to affect their 
nanostructure through ablation 
mechanisms [  29  ]  or by heating 
effects, producing an enhanced 
atomic surface diffusion or 
even volume melting. [  23  ]  In our 
experiment a signifi cant abla-
tion of silver can be discarded 
because no removal of silver was 
observed, as estimated from the 
height of stripes and the surface 
coverage. For ns-laser annealing 
with pulse durations longer than the metal electron–phonon 
relaxation time, [  23  ,  30  ]  heat accumulates in the metal. For con-
tinuous metal thin fi lms deposited on SiO 2 /Si such localized 
annealing leads to melting and dewetting of the metal. [  31  ,  32  ]  
Since the conditions of our experiment (i.e., around 10 pulses 
with an average power density of  ≈ 7 kW cm  − 2  per pulse for the 
treatment at maximum power reaching a particular zone of 
the sample surface) are comparable to those used to partially 
dewet Ag thin fi lms from SiO 2 /Si, [  31  ,  32  ]  we propose a two step 
mechanism to account for the structural evolution of the stripes 
upon laser treatment. Firstly, the metal nanostructures accu-
mulate heat up to their melting temperature. Because of their 
small size and the densely packed state in the original fi lms, 
they melt rapidly into Ag droplets, which according to literature 



    Figure  3 .     Left) SEM images of AgNPs/SiO 2 NCs a) before laser treatment, b) treated at 4.0 kW cm  − 2 , and c) treated at 7.0 kW cm  − 2 . Right) Transmit-
tance spectra measured before and after irradiation at different laser powers, as labeled for the incoming electric fi eld oriented along d) the  x -direction 
and e) the  y -direction. The color code is the same in both graphs. Spectra of the original sample and those treated at 4.0 kW cm  − 2  and 7.0 kW cm  − 2  
have been highlighted to facilitate the comparison with the corresponding SEM images (see also Figure S3, Supporting Information). f) Evolution of 
the spectral position of the transverse plasmon band as a function of laser output power.  
do not tend to wet the silica substrate. [  33  ]  Secondly, these drop-
lets coalesce in the form of continuous and fl at stripes formed 
along the bundle structure of the SiO 2  with NCs acting as a 
template. [  34  ]  Following the laser shot, the Ag NPs cool down, 
recrystallize, and freeze producing an interconnected droplet 
shape structure as shown by the SEM pictures on Figure  1b . As 
the laser power increases, the stripes undergo a partial dewet-
ting. In all cases a residual set of small Ag NPs remain attached 
to the lateral faces of the SiO 2  NCs (see Figure  1  and Figures S2 
and S3 in the Supporting Information). 

 Among the possible applications of the laser writing 
technique developed here, we would like to highlight its 
possibilities for optical patterning and coding.  Figure    4 a  
shows a series of colored samples obtained by ns-laser treat-
ment of AgNPs/SiO 2 NCs deposited on fused silica sub-
strates. The pictures were acquired for samples illuminated 
with white light through a linear polarizer (Figure  4b ). Upon 
azimuthal rotation of the samples, the illumination beam 
is toggled from  x -polarized to  y -polarized and polarization 
modulated colors are then observed. In other words, they 
display an optical dichroism that can be tuned by varying 
the laser power. While  x -polarized excitation brings out a 
monochromatic image (grey-blue tones) that is little affected 
by the laser power, a transition from a blue to a yellow color 
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    Figure  4 .     a) Pictures of a  ≈ 3.5  ×  2 cm 2  glass slide coated with AgNPs/SiO 2 NCs and subsequently treated by ns-laser. Patterning on the glass slide was 
achieved applying different laser po wer in each square zone. The relation between the apparent color of the sample and the percentage of the laser 
power is indicated in the sketch of the picture acquisition procedure (b). Under  x -polarization, the pixel color remains monochrome, whereas a full-color 
transition as a function of the laser power is seen under  y -polarization. c) Example of dichroic character encryption on glass slide coated with AgNPs/
SiO 2 NCs. The size of the pixels is  ≈ 0.20 cm, but it can be decreased to the lateral resolution of the laser ( ≈ 100  μ m).  
depending on laser power is seen under  y -polarized illumina-
tion. Optical patterning with lateral resolution at the scale of 
the laser writing is a clear application of this procedure. An 
illustration at the macroscale is shown in Figure  4c  where the 
letters “CSIC” were formed by tiling a series of square plates 
subjected to laser irradiation with different powers. Beyond 
this polarization-dependent coloring of patterns at the 
macro- and microscales, the materials and procedure devel-
oped here might be used for optical encryption by writing 
characters that could only be read with a given polarization 
of the incoming light. Unfortunately the letters “CSIC” can be 
distinguished regardless of the polarization (Figure  4c ). This 
behavior results from the weak dependence on laser power 
of the  x -polarized transmittance of the fi lms (Figure  3d ). 
However, in view of data encryption applications, one can 
note in Figure  3d ,e that the fi lm transmittance at 490 nm 
is independent (strongly dependent) on laser power when 
measured under  x -polarization ( y -polarization). Successful 
dichroic encryption might thus be obtained by depositing the 
AgNPs/SiO 2 NCs fi lms onto a photonic structure acting as a 
490-nm bandpass fi lter. Main advantages of this procedure 
with regard to other lithographic or more conventional laser-
based writing procedures rely on its easy implementation 
(i.e., electron, ion, or resist lithography are clearly more com-
plicated methods) and the fact that encryption and encoding 
effi ciency will not only depend on the size of the written pat-
terns but also on the need of a given polarized light to read 
the information.  

 In this article, we have demonstrated that irradiation of Ag 
NPs deposited onto bundled SiO 2  nanocolumns with a com-
mercial writing ns-laser enables a precise control of their 
optical dichroism, which is attributed to the formation of long 
range ordered silver nanostripes formed through 1D metal per-
colation and partial dewetting along and perpendicular to the 
bundling direction of the SiO 2  NCs, respectively. We foresee 
that these results are a fi rst step towards the use of AgNPs/
SiO 2 NCs for optical nanopatterning, encryption, and data 
storage applications.  
 Experimental Section 
 SiO 2  thin fi lms with tilted nanocolumns were grown by GLAD by placing 
the substrates at a glancing angle of 70 °  with respect to the evaporator. 
Ag was deposited at room temperature onto the SiO 2  NCs by DC 
sputtering at 400 V in an Ar (2 mbar) atmosphere. Laser post-treatment 
was performed at room temperature with a 20 W diode-pumped Nd:YAG 
(Powerline E, Rofi n-Baasel Inc.) unpolarized laser emitting at 1064 nm 
with an  ≈ 100 ns pulse width and a 20 kHz repetition rate. [  35  ]  The 
samples were scanned with an  ≈ 0.5 mm spot at 1 m s  − 1  speed. AgNPs/
SiO 2 NCs nanostructure was characterized by SEM with a Hitachi 
S5200 microscope. Optical transmittance of the fi lms was measured 
with a Cary 100 spectrophotometer at normal incidence and in the 
300–900 nm range with a 1-nm monochromator step. Noncontact 
AFM characterization was carried out with a Cervantes AFM system 
from NANOTEC and the 2D-FFT and further analyses of the images 
performed with the WSXM software. [  36  ]      

 Supporting Information 
 Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or 
from the author.    
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